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This guidebook offers 33 walks round the three Maltese Islands of Malta,
Gozo and Comino. Both circular and linear walks are included, from 2 to
30km in length, with clear mapping for every route. The routes range from
heritage trails round historic cities and towns to coastal walks, and also
include the exploration of inland areas.
The Maltese Islands bask in sunshine and make an ideal walking
destination, particularly during spring and autumn. The strategic location of
the Maltese islands has ensured that they have been left with a colourful
and complex heritage. This guidebook has plenty of historic walks
exploring the dramatic architecture, including three UNESCO World
Heritage Sites, as well as walks to enjoy the excellent scenery, especially
around the craggy coastline.
The introduction to the guide provides practical information on getting to
and around the islands, accommodation and language. There is also
useful background information on Maltese history, culture and wildlife.

Key marketing points
• Popular tourist destination with an interesting history
• Updated routes and information in this third edition
• Has maintained good steady sales since first publication in 2005
•

About the author
Paddy Dillon is a prolific outdoor writer with over 70 guidebooks to his
name, and contributions to 30 other publications. He has written for a
variety of outdoor magazines, as well as many booklets and brochures for
tourism organisations. Paddy lives near the Lake District and has walked
in every county in England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales; writing about
walks in every one of them. He enjoys simple day walks, challenging longdistance walks, and is a dedicated island-hopper. He has led guided walks
and walked extensively in Europe, as well as in Nepal, Tibet, Korea, Africa
and the Rocky Mountains of Canada and the United States.
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